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Organisational Sustainability Modelling is a new way to
measure Cloud business performance quantitatively and
accurately. It combines statistical computation and 3D
Visualisation to present the Return on Investment arising
from the adoption of Cloud Computing by organisations.
TheCloudReturnOnInvestmentmethodologydescribed
in this paper makes use of a highly structured and or-
ganised process to review and evaluate Cloud business
performance. We illustrate its use with two case studies.
The first case study concerns a National Health Service
(NHS) Trust UK Infrastructure and confirms that using
Cloud infrastructures can improve efficiency. It also
results in raising the benchmark, the minimum accep-
tance level to complete concurrent tasks. The second
case study shows 3D Visualisation being used to confirm
incremental improvements to an NHS Bioinformatics
project. The low risk-free rate may imply code develop-
ment that allows reduced time to complete, and objective
is clearly met and project delivery is straightforward.
We introduce a structured Quality Assurance process,
and demonstrate how to ensure the quality of our data
analysis, which other researchers miss out.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Computing provides added value for or-
ganisations,which include savingcosts in oper-
ations, resources and staff as well as new busi-
ness opportunities for service-oriented models
[2, 6, 7, 26, 27]. Cloud Computing focusing on
operational savings and green technology has
literature reviews to demonstrate its value on
investment. Cost-saving offered by CC is a
key benefit [3, 4, 16, 19, 26], potentially able
to contribute to long-term sustainability which
is an important success factor for organisations,
particularlyineconomicdownturn[5]. Thedef-
initionanddeploymentofReturnonInvestment
(ROI)variesindifferentsectorsandresearchin-
stitutes. Our ROI measurement is a systematic
and innovative methodology based on Nobel-
prize models[25], including Capital Asset Pric-
ing Models (CAPM); economic and statistical
computation for data analysis, 3D visualisation
to present cloud business performance and a
new technique using Quality Assurance (QA)
to improve the quality of data and research out-
puts. This leads to the development of Organ-
isational Sustainability Modelling (OSM) for
measuring cloud business performance. Data
is defined and thoroughly measured, which is
used by CAPM statistics and 3D Visualisation
for analysis.
2. Work Completed
Literaturereviewispresented as follows. Three
challenges in business context and Software as
a Service (SaaS) are explained. This paper178 Organisational Sustainability Modelling for Return on Investment (ROI): Case Studies...
is focused on the second issue, Organisational
Sustainability, and demonstration how Organ-
isational Sustainability Modelling (OSM) can
be achieved.
2.1. Challenges in a Business Context
There are three Cloud Computing problems ex-
periencedinthecurrentbusinesscontext[9,11].
Firstly, all cloud business models and frame-
works proposed by several leading researchers
are either qualitative [2, 14, 20, 26 28] or quan-
titative [3, 4, 17, 23]. Each framework is self-
contained, and not related to other work. Apart
fromafewresearchworkstherearesomewhose
frameworks or models can demonstrate linking
both quantitative and qualitative aspects, and
where they do, the work is still at early stage.
Secondly,thereisnoaccuratemethodforanaly-
sing cloud business performance other than the
stock market. A drawback with the stock mar-
ketisin thefact thatitissubjecttoaccuracy and
reliability issues [7, 10]. There are researchers
focusing on business model classifications and
justificationsforhowcloudbusinesscanbesuc-
cessful [14, 28]. But these business model clas-
sificationsneed morecases to supportand more
data modelling to validate them for sustainabil-
ity. Ideally, a structured framework is needed
to review accurate cloud business performance
and sustainability in systematic ways.
Thirdly,communicationsbetweendifferenttypes
of clouds from different vendors are often not
easytoimplement. Oftenwork-aroundsrequire
writingadditionallayersofAPIs,oraninterface
or portal to allow communications. This brings
interestingresearchquestionsuchasportability;
portability of some applications from desktop
to cloud is challenging [1, 23]. Portability con-
cerns moving enterprise applications and ser-
vices.
2.2. Cloud Computing Model and Software
as a Service (SaaS)
The term “Software as a Service” (SaaS) was
first used by Saleforce.com in 1999 when they
saw the vision of merging Web Services (WS)
andServiceOrientedArchitecture(SOA).SaaS
is a popular type of cloud service and provides
added values on top of WS and SOA [2, 3, 17].
In addition, there are Infrastructure as a Service
and Platform as a Service for Cloud Computing
(CC) and Web Services. They can be defined
as follows.
￿ InfrastructureasaService(IaaS)isdivided
into Compute Clouds and Resource Clouds.
Compute Clouds provide users access to
computational resources such as CPUs, vir-
tualmachinesandutilities. ResourceClouds
contain managed and scalable resources as
services to users – in other words, they pro-
vide enhanced virtualisation capabilities.
￿ PlatformasaService(PaaS):providescom-
putational resources via a platform upon
which applications and services can be de-
veloped and hosted. PaaS typically makes
use of dedicated APIs to control the be-
haviour of a server hosting engine that exe-
cutes and replicates the execution according
to user requests (e.g., access rate).
￿ Software as a Service (SaaS), referred to
as Service or Application Clouds, offer im-
plementations of specific business functions
and business processes that are provided
withcloud capabilities. Therefore, they pro-
vide applications and/or services using a
cloud infrastructure or platform, rather than
providing cloud features themselves.
SaaS is the research interest for WS and CC,
where there are papers to describe how SaaS is
achieved for WS and CC. Firstly, Lu, Jackson
and Berka [21] demonstrate how their applica-
tions can be used as a WS and as a SaaS in the
Cloud. They also demonstrate their framework
and their experiments to validate. Secondly,
O’Reilly [22] presents his vision for Web 2.0
and explains how WS and Web 2.0 are SaaS.
3. The Cloud Computing Business
Framework
To address the three challenges in business
context earlier, the Cloud Computing Business
Framework(CCBF)isproposed. CCBFaimsto
help organisations achieve good Cloud design,
deployment and services. The core concept
of CCBF is an improved version from Wein-
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(CBMF) where they demonstrate how techni-
cal solutions and Business Models fit into their
CBMF [28].
3.1. The CCVF Overview
The CCBF is proposed to deal with four re-
search areas:
￿ Classification of business models to offer
Cloud-adopting organisations right strate-
gies and business cases.
￿ Offer a framework to review cloud business
performance accurately.
￿ Deal with communications between desk-
topsandclouds,andbetweendifferentclouds
offered by different vendors, which focus on
enterprise portability.
￿ Provide linkage and relationship between
different cloud research methodologies, and
betweenIaaS,PaaS,SaaSandBusinessMod-
els.
CCBF currently focuseson conceptualandthen
on architectural frameworks and this allows a
seriesofconceptualmethodologiestoapplyand
fit into Cloud Architecture and Business Mod-
els. Based on the summary in Section 2.1,
our research questions can be summed up as:
(i) Classification; (ii) Organisational Sustain-
ability; (iii) Portability and (iv) Linkage. This
paper focuses on the second research question,
a framework to review and measure cloud busi-
ness performance accurately. The term Organi-
sational Sustainability is described as follows:
￿ Organisational Sustainability: This includes
modellingtoreviewandevaluatecloudbusi-
ness projects in the past and present, and en-
ables forecasting for cloud businesses in the
future. Organisational Sustainability Mod-
ellingis suitableforall IaaS, PaaS andSaaS.
3.2. Organisational Sustainability and its
two Objectives
Organisationalsustainabilityisdefinedasacol-
lection of methodologies, business models and
best practices to enable organisations establish-
ing long-term business operations and funding
[5]. For some business context, it refers to
growth of user community, or profitability, or
both. This paper focuses on organisational sus-
tainability for cloud organisations or any ser-
vices adopting cloud computing. Pay-as-you-
go models are commonly used, yet their draw-
back is that they deal with the operational level.
A better approach is to define the problem in
strategic ways with top-down approaches, and
use the bottom-up approaches to validate. This
includes all levels of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. Or-
ganisational Sustainability has two objectives
for the CCBF for all levels of IaaS, PaaS and
SaaS:
￿ Itisaframeworktomodeltheorganisational
sustainability of IT services or projects pro-
vided by collaborating organisations;
￿ It defines anew modeofvisualisationwhich
enables organisational sustainability of the
provision of a service to be reviewed more
easily.
Two case studies are presented in Sections 4.1
and 4.2 which fall into SaaS.
3.3. Organisational Sustainability
Modelling
OrganisationalSustainabilityModelling(OSM)
ismentionedinSection1andisamethodtoval-
idate the CCBF. OSM is based on the extended
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM),w h i c h
is the analysis of return and risks for organi-
sations or projects. It has two major advan-
tages. Firstly, it is based on a Nobel-prize win-
ning model and has been used in industry since
1960s. Secondly, it is suitable for IT and soft-
ware industry as it has less volatility compared
to finance and has fitted several case studies
well [7]. Its one drawback is that organisational
metricsand/ordetailed interviewsare required.
Some firms find it difficult to quantify risk or
risk free rate. For cost-saving, it refers to the
minimum costs to run a firm.
Measurement of return and risk can be a dif-
ficult and huge task without prior focus. The
proposed approach is to divide return and risk
in three areas: Technical, Costs (Financial) and
Users (or clients) before and after deploying
cloud solutions or products/services. In some
contexts, it can be defined as expected return
and actual return. The data to be collected
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is flexible dependent on different characteris-
tics for any type of technical or business cloud
solutions.
￿ Technical: Thiscanbeimprovementsinper-
formance, or improvement in reliability, or
any added values or technical gains sup-
ported by experiments. This type of data
is easier toobtain as experimentscan beper-
formedbyresearcherorcollaborators. Risks
can betimereduction orpercentage of break
down or relevant technical risks.
￿ Costs (Financial): This can be profits, or
cost-savinggains, oranyfund related. Risks
can be loss, or sharp rise in operational or
electricity costs.
￿ Users (or clients): This may mean increases
inuserconfidence,orusercommunitygrowth
oruserrelatedarea. Risksincludereductions
in user confidence or numbers or commu-
nity growth due to factors such as funding,
or quality of software, etc.
3.3.1. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
forOrganisationsandModern Portfo-
lio Theory (MPT) for Start-ups
Publicationsonorganisationalsustainabilityfo-
cus on qualitative approaches such as business
model classifications and its respective meth-
odsandstrategiesforreachingsustainability[5].
There are not many quantitative modelling ap-
proaches for this topic. We review mathemati-
cal models and selectively study Monte Carlo,
ARIMA, Black Scholes and CAPM, the latter
of which is the most appropriate for quantita-
tive organisational sustainability [8].T h e r ea r e
two main reasons. Firstly, CAPM is suitable
in predicting the firms’ growth and organisa-
tionalsustainabilityif datais defined and given.
Secondly, there is more freedom to define the
organisational focus, which can be translated
as data, and then used for modelling. Some
mathematical models are stringent with rules
with conditions applied, which is not subjec-
tive in CAPM. Furthermore, CAPM is the most
effective for linear regression modelling. Lin-
ear regression has been used for Organisational
Sustainability Modelling [7, 9, 11].
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is a theory of
investment aiming to maximise return and min-
imise risk by carefully selecting different as-
sets. MPT models an asset’s return as a nor-
mally distributed random variable, defines risk
as the standard deviation of return, and models
a portfolio as a weighted combination of assets
[18]. Despite criticisms about MPT’s suitabil-
ity for finance, the concept of MPT is relevant
to organisational sustainability, particularly for
start-ups. This is because software organisa-
tion is less volatile than the finance industry
wheremorecomplexmodelsare required and if
organisationsfollow the linearregression, MPT
offersaneasierwayforcalculation, fortracking
organisational growth in particular.
3.3.2. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a
model to calculate investment risks and to de-
termine what the expected return on investment
is. In the context of cloud computing, it is a
quantitative model for organisational sustain-
ability. CAPM was introduced by Jack Treynor
in 1961, William Sharpe in 1964, John Lintner
in1965andJanMossinin1966,basedonHarry
Markowitz’workondiversificationandmodern
portfolio theory. CAPM divides risk into two
groups. ThefirstgroupisSystematicRisk(also
known as beta), the market of which cannot be
diversified away, including recessions and in-
terest rates. The second group is unsystematic
risk, the risk of which is specific to individual
stocks and can be diversified and managed by
investors (Hull, 2009). In CAPM, beta is the
onlyrelevantmeasureofastock’sriskandmea-
sures a stock’s volatility.
In someinterpretations,thesecuritymarket line
(SML) is used to calculate the reward-to-risk
ratio. When the expected rate of return for any
security is deflated by its beta coefficient, the
reward-to-risk ratio for any individual security
in the market is equal to the market reward-to-
risk ratio, thus:
r − rf
β
= rm − rf (1)
(r − rf )=β(rm − rf )
[the security market line (SML)].
Finally, to best represent CAPM, the formula is
given as:
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where r is the expected return of a capital asset
rf is the risk free rate
rm is the expected return on the market and
β is the beta of the cash flows or security being
valued.
The term rm − rf is the market risk premium,
which is usually considered implicitly rather
thanexplicitly. Therefore,thetermβ×(rm−rf )
is the risk premium on the cash flows (or secu-
rity) being valued.
CAPM example: If the risk-free rate is 1.5%,
the beta (risk measure) of the firm is 2 and the
expected market return over the period is 4%,
the stock is expected to return (1.5%+2(4%−
1.5%)) = 6.5%.
Prechter and Parker [24] designed their own
measurementtechniquecalledtheFinance/Eco-
nomicDichotomyoriginallybasedontheCAPM.
They demonstrate that CAPM works for fi-
nancial modelling and business performance
review. Chang, Wills and De Roure [7, 9]
demonstrate that CAPM can be used to mea-
sure business performance for cloud-oriented
organisations, and explain how CAPM works
in their case studies. However, a drawback
is that CAPM tends to compute in terms of
linear graphs or regression. In some cases,
business performance need not be in a straight
line. To offset this, organisational data must be
required before performing organisational sus-
tainability modelling to minimise errors. This
can be a difficult task for some organisations
due to their reluctance. Some models such as
Monte Carlo Methods (MCM) and Black Sc-
holes Model (BSM) do not require organisa-
tional data, but those models are not suitable to
measure cloud business performance [10].
3.3.3. The 3D Organisational Sustainability
Modelling and Other Systems
The CAPM organisational sustainability mod-
elling is represented by statistical computation.
Despite more data can be analysed, a draw-
backwithstatisticalcomputingisthatmoredata
CAPM statisticalcomputationwillthenconvert
intothe 3D visualisationenabled by Mathemat-
ica. Whilereferringbacktothemarketstandard
for business performance, the stock market is
widely accepted and presented business perfor-
mance in 2D format. Despite stock market is
an indication for business performance, it is not
a fair system as stock markets are subjective to
speculations and a great extent of fluctuations,
in particular to volatile and uncertain economic
periods [24]. On the other hand, Service Level
Agreements (SLA) are often used to present
cloud business performance. A drawback is
that SLA tends to review cloud business at op-
erational level in terms of usage per hour [3, 4],
which lacks strategic directions for achieving
cloud sustainability. This means that SLA ap-
proach permits calculation ofa periodicincome
over time from usage scenarios, however, if the
business models are not proposed and executed
according to the winning strategy, income over
time can be low or below investors’ expecta-
tions.
To present cloud business performance best, a
graphical and dynamic system independent of
human-oriented speculations is ideal, and this
also provides the best correlation between the
organisational focus, strategies and data related
to each organisation’s cloud computing busi-
ness models. Our 3D visualisation within the
SM is a proposal for measuring the cloud busi-
ness performance.
4. Case Studies
Case Studies are commonly used to support
research frameworks, and provide added val-
ues for research challenges, including business
models and organisational sustainability. Here
are three examples. Firstly, Chang, Mills and
Newhouse [5] propose open source business
models and organisational sustainability, and
classify five different categories of successful
models. Each category has a number of case
studies to validate and support it. Chang, Wills
and De Roure [7] have proposed the Hexagon
Model and explained how case studies work
for the model. In addition, they introduce the
CAPM theory and statistical computation and
use the OMII-UK to demonstrate a good exam-
ple for Organisational Sustainability Modelling
(OSM). They also convert their statistics into
3Dvisualisation,allowingresearcherstoreview
cloud business performance with ease. The
OMII-UK case study is used for the Hexagon
Model to analyse the growth between 2007 and
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a JISC cloud computing report, and have ex-
plained case studies for several sections of their
report to support their analysis and rationale.
Three detailed case studies are presented in this
paper. The first two case studies are from a par-
ticipating National Health Service (NHS) Trust
UK, and are summed up as below.
￿ NHS Infrastructure, focusing on efficiency
￿ NHS Bioinformatics, focusing on time re-
duction
4.1. Case Study: A National Health
Service (NHS) Trust UK
Infrastructure
ALondon-basedNationalHealthService(NHS)
TrustandaLondon-basedUniversityhavework-
edtogetherinvariousmedicine,healthcarecloud
and cloud-related projects. Due to compliance
to both organisations’ requests, details for nei-
ther institution can be revealed, but the data
and analysis can be presented. Both institutes
have used our recommended business models
and cloud implementations starting from Au-
gust 2008.
Research methodologies mainly include action
research, which include quantitative methods
(infrastructure set-ups, experiments, modelling
and simulations) and qualitative methods (in-
cluding surveys and interviews). Action re-
search is the best way to obtain research data
for this case study because it uses both qualita-
tiveand quantitativemethods that providewell-
balanced outcomes containing the best sides
from each method. Also the lead researcher
has been actively involved in the design, devel-
opment, test and usability in the cloud develop-
ment and business model and thus can provide
reliable data.
4.1.1. CAPM Statistics for a NHS
Infrastructure
The NHS Infrastructure is focused on technical
implementation and has undergone two phases:
(i) design and implementation of Cloud infras-
tructure and (ii) upgrade form IaaS to PaaS.
The NHS Infrastructure was started in Septem-
ber 2008 and the upgrade was fully completed
in July 2010. Referring to Section 3.3, this
case study is a technical area, and focused on
added values in efficiency – how much more
amount of work, or jobs, can be done in the
same period of time prior to introduction of us-
ing Cloud infrastructure. Clouds can be used as
a platform of automation to complete concur-
rent tasks. Similarly, they provide added value
in storage, backup, database engine and a high
performance calculation.
Metrics were obtained in the following ways:
log files from systems, or data provided by sys-
tems and/or careful measurement of each tech-
nical project and delivery. Data is carefully
examined and calculated. Up to twenty two
months of data can be statistically computed
to present organisationalsustainabilityfrom the
initial phase to production and support phase
for this case study. The coding algorithm is as
follows:
data nhs;
input r_m r_f nhs @@;
r_nhs = nhs - r_f;
r_mkt = r_m - r_f;
label r_m=’Market Rate of Return’
r_f=’Risk-Free Rate of Return’
nhs=’Rate of Return for NHS Infrastructure’
r_nhs=’Risk Premium for NHS Infrastructure’
r_mkt=’Risk Premium for Market’;
datalines;
proc gplot data=nhs;
plot r_nhs * r_mkt / haxis=axis1
hminor=4 cframe=ligr
vaxis=axis2 vminor=4;
symbol1 c=blue v=star;
axis1 order=(1 to 4.5 by 0.25);
axis2 label=(angle=90 ’NHS Infrastructure
Risk Premium’)
order=(-1 to 3 by 0.25);
title ’NHS Infrastructure CAPM’;
title2’Plot of Risk Premiums’;
title3’NHS Infrastructure versus the Market’;
run;
The research interest is to compute and identify
differencesbetweenexpectedandactualvalues,
and compute any area worth of study. In this
case, Market is referred to as Expected values.
The risk-free rate is the minimumtime required
and minimum amount of work that automation
platform can complete. Risk premium is the
difference between the expected value and risk-
free rate. An exception can be made if risk-free
rate fluctuates greatly [11]. However, risk-free
rate is reliable and stable, supported and veri-
fied bysystemmetrics, thus riskpremiumisde-
fined as the difference between expected value
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to compute organisational sustainability mod-
ellinginstatisticalformats. Table1summarises
the results.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 NHS Infrastructure CAPM         The AUTOREG Procedure 
 Dependent Variable     r_nhs     Risk Premium for NHS                         
                Ordinary Least Squares Estimates 
 
 SSE                 21.3675544         DFE                      107 
 MSE                 0.19970       Root MSE             0.44687 
 SBC               141.098602        AIC               135.715906 
 Regress R-Square        0.1333    Total R-Square        0.1333 
 Durbin-Watson           1.2259    Pr < DW               <.0001 
                  Pr > DW                 1.0000 
                                      Standard              Approx 
Variable DF  Estimate    Error    t Value    Pr > |t|    Variable Label 
Intercept 1    -0.1912     0.3277     -0.58      0.5609 
r_mkt      1   0.4509      0.1111      4.06      <.0001    Risk Premium for 
Market                                     
                                        Mean 
Source               DF        Square       F Value    Pr > F 
Numerator           1        4.875916      24.42    <.0001 
Denominator      107     0.199697 
 
Note SSE: Sum of Squares Error; DFE: Degree of Freedom Error; 
MSE (Mean Square Error) = SSE / DFE 
Table 1. Auto regression summary for participating
NHS Infrastructure.
Ordinary LeastSquares isa methodforestimat-
ingparameters inalinearregressionmodel, and
it minimises the sum of squared vertical dis-
tances between the observed responses in the
dataset, and the responses predicted by the ap-
proximationsuch as CAPM [18]. The lowerthe
Mean Square Error, the more accurate the re-
gression result. In addition, Durbin-Watson is
a test commonly used in statistics. Pr > DW is
thep-valuefortestingnegativeauto-correlation,
and Pr < DW is the p-value for testing positive
auto-correlation.
4.1.2. The NHS Infrastructure Performance
Forecast
Apart from organisational sustainability mod-
elling, forecasting is an important way to pre-
dicthowacloudbusinessorprojectcanperform
based on the existing data provided. This is
similar to financial analysis where forecasting
is based on previous data, except that the soft-
ware market is less volatile than other financial
markets. Forecasting is part of the CCBF to
help organisations predict their likely business
performance [8] and works extremely well in
parallel with organisational sustainability mod-
elling. A key variable ‘nhsout’ is defined and
obtained, followed by defining four variables,
r nhs, p (predicted),l(lower limit) and u (up-
per limit), whose values are recorded in an ar-
ray,andlateronusedforforecasting. Topresent
this idea further, the next step is to present both
actual and predicted values for NHS infrastruc-
ture, with its upper and lower limits.
proc sort data=nhsout;
by r_mkt;
run;
data regdata(keep=y_value pt_type r_mkt);
set nhsout;
label pt_type=’Observation Type’;
array regvar4 r_nhs p l u;
array varlabel4 $12 _temporary_
(’Actual’ ’Predicted’ ’Lower Limits’
’Upper Limits’);
do i=1 to 4;
y_value=regvari;
pt_type=varlabeli;
output;
end;
run;
proc gplot data=regdata;
plot y_value*r_mkt=pt_type / haxis=axis1
hminor=4 cframe=ligr
vaxis=axis2 vminor=4;
symbol1 c=black v=star;
symbol2 c=blue i=join l=2;
symbol3 c=green i=join l=1;
symbol4 c=red i=join l=2;
axis1 order=(1 to 4.5 by .25);
axis2 label=(angle=90 ’NHS Infrastructure
Risk Premium’)
order=(-1 to 3 by .25);
title1 "NHS Infrastructure: Actual and
Predicted Values";
title2 "with Upper and Lower Confidence
Limits";
run;
Another procedure is written to plot actual and
predicted values – see Figure 1 that has Risk
Premium for NHS Infrastructure versus Risk
Premium for market. The plotted data are ac-
tual values based on our data. The green line
in the middle is the predicted value, the red line
as the upper limit and the blue dotted line as
the lower limit. The y-axis represents the NHS
InfrastructureRiskpremium,andthex-axisrep-
resents the Risk Premium for Market (expected
values). All the risk premium estimates in y-
axis are between -0.60% and 2.60%, which are
consideredrelativelyacceptable. Thegreenline
is themostlikelyprediction, whichranges from
0.5% to 1.45%. The low positive values do not
imply they are bad results, and a strong possi-
bilityisthatthebenchmarkishigh. Itmeansthe
minimum amount of task and time required by
Cloudautomationpresentshighvalue,resulting
in lower risk premium.184 Organisational Sustainability Modelling for Return on Investment (ROI): Case Studies...
Figure 1. NHS Infrastructure Risk Premium: Actual and Predicted values.
4.1.3. The 3D Visualisation for NHS
Infrastructure
Organisational Sustainability models are pre-
sented in terms of statistical analysis in Table
3 and this needs statistical backgrounds to in-
terpret. 3D Visualisation simplifies such re-
quirement, so that those without backgrounds
can understand it much better. A number of
selected data computed in Section 4.1.2 is used
by Mathematica, which allows data conversion
and presents it in visual format. Data is then
computed in Mathematica and the 3D visual-
isation models are presented in Figures 2 and
3 respectively, where Figure 3 is the 90 de-
gree rotation of Figure 2. Both figures have
less volatile movements than OMII-UK data in
our published paper [7], but have more volatile
movementsthanSAP forsmallandmediumen-
terprises discussed in another paper [11].
The volatility in Figure 2 and 3 also correlate
to the cloud project management, where more
problems were experienced in the middle pe-
riod of project development and required more
resources,collaboration,technicalexpertiseand
funding to sort out. In this case, 3D Visu-
alisation not only presents simplified analysis
of statistical outcomes, but volatility also cor-
responds to tougher problems encountered in
project development. Referring to Figure 2, x-
axisshowsthereturnofNHSInfrastructure,and
y-axis is the risk premium for the market and z-
axis shows the risk-free rate of the market.
x-axis: the return of NHS Infrastructure (6% – 7.2%)
y-axis: risk premium for the market (4.3% – 6%)
z-axis: risk-free rate of the market (3% – 5%)
Figure 2. 3D organisational sustainability modelling for
NHS Infrastructure.
Figure 3. 3D organisational sustainability modelling for
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3D Visualisation can provide a summary about
projectprogress. TheNHSInfrastructureproject
hasexperiencedseveralperiodsofupsanddowns,
and has encountered technical, organisational
and policy problems. Most of these issues have
been resolved. The 3D Visualisation presents
the return of NHS Infrastructure and is between
6 and 7.5%, and therisk-premiumofthemarket
is between 4.3 and 6%, and the risk-free rate
is between 3 and 5 %. This also confirms that
the risk-free rate is close to the expected values
(market), and thusthesumofitsdifferenceisin
low value. This case study suggests that using
Cloud infrastructure has raised the benchmark.
In this way, efficiency has improved for vari-
ous technicaltasks. However, moredata willbe
required to further support this.
4.2. Case Study: A National Health
Service (NHS) Trust UK
Bioinformatics
This is another NHS case study focusing on
Bioinformatics, where the development started
inSeptember2008. Therearetwoactiveprojects
in Bioinformatics. The first one is Inforsense
workflow, which allows scientists to work ei-
ther independently or collaboratively with oth-
ers, and this is not the focus of this paper. The
second project is a Bioinformatics PaaS for de-
velopers, which is a platform to simulate dy-
namic 3D modelling and visualisation for pro-
teins, genes, moleculesandgenomes, whichare
written by Visual C++, Mathematica and R.
4.2.1. CAPM Statistics for a NHS
Bioinformatics
This project started in July 2009, and the data is
taken up to November 2010 since this project is
still ongoing. The technical focus for Bioinfor-
matics is the agility, or time reduction in terms
ofproducing3D bioinformaticssimulationsbe-
foreandafterusingCloudapproach. Thedatais
taken jointly and thoroughly by (i) system met-
rics collection and (ii) careful measurement in
each of 3D development and project deliveries.
Data is carefully examined and calculated. Up
to sixteen months of data can best represent or-
ganisationalsustainabilityfromtheinitialphase
to the establishment for this case study. The
coding algorithm is explained as follows:
data nhs2;
input r_m r_f nhs2 @@;
r_nhs2 = nhs2 - r_f;
r_mkt = r_m -r_f;
label r_m=’Market Rate of Return’
r_f=’Risk-Free Rate of Return’
nhs2=’Rate of Return for NHS
Bioinformatics’
r_nhs2=’Risk Premium for NHS
Bioinformatics’
r_mkt=’Risk Premium for Market’;
datalines;
proc gplot data=nhs2;
plot r_nhs2 * r_mkt / haxis=axis1
hminor=4 cframe=ligr
vaxis=axis2 vminor=4;
symbol1 c=blue v=star;
axis1 order=(0 to 4 by 0.25);
axis2 label=(angle=90 ’NHS Bioinformatics
Risk Premium’)
order=(-1 to 3 by 0.25);
title ’NHS Bioinformatics CAPM’;
title2’Plot of Risk Premiums’;
title3’NHS Bioinformatics versus the Market’;
run;
SimilartoSection4.1.1, Marketisreferred toas
Expected values, and risk-free rate in this case
study is stable and reliable. The risk-free rate is
the minimum time required to complete 3D Vi-
sualisation. The risk premium is the difference
between the expected values and risk-free rate.
Table 2 shows the summary of auto regression
with Ordinary Least Squares used. The lower
the Mean Square Error, the more accurate the
regressionresult. Inaddition,Durbin-Watsonis
a test commonly used in statistics. Pr > DW is
thep-valuefortestingnegativeauto-correlation,
and Pr < DW is the p-value for testing positive
auto-correlation.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NHS Bioinformatics CAPM          The AUTOREG Procedure  
Dependent Variable      r_nhs2      Risk Premium for NHS 
 
                            Ordinary Least Squares Estimates 
  SSE                 19.3484214       DFE                      107 
 MSE                    0.18083      Root MSE             0.42524 
 SBC                 130.278958       AIC               124.896262 
 Regress R-Square       0.2793    Total R-Square        0.2793 
 Durbin-Watson          1.5564    Pr < DW               0.0076 
 Pr > DW                     0.9924 
 
                                         Standard             Approx 
Variable    DF   Estimate   Error    t Value  Pr > |t|  Variable Label 
Intercept   1      0.0752     0.1277     0.59     0.5571 
r_mkt       1      0.3340     0.0519     6.44     <.0001  Risk Premium for 
Market              
                                          Mean 
 Source             DF          Square       F Value    Pr > F 
 Numerator           1       29.807799     164.84    <.0001 
 Denominator      107     0.180826 
Note SSE: Sum of Squares Error; DFE: Degree of Freedom Error; 
MSE (Mean Square Error) = SSE / DFE 
Table 2. Auto regression summary for NHS
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4.2.2. TheNHSBioinformaticsPerformance
Forecast
Similar to Section 4.1.2, forecasting is an im-
portant aspect to predict how a cloud business
or project can perform in the near future, and
this is helpful to determine the Bioinformatics
project performance based on the existing data
provided. A key variable ‘nhs2out’ is defined
and obtained, followed by defining four vari-
ables, r nhs2, p (predicted),l(lower limit) and
u (upperlimit),whosevalues are recorded in an
array, and later used for forecasting. To present
this idea further, the next step is to present both
actual and predicted values for NHS Bioinfor-
matics, with its upper and lower limit.
proc sort data=nhs2out;
by r_mkt;
run;
data regdata(keep=y_value pt_type r_mkt);
set nhs2out;
label pt_type=’Observation Type’;
array regvar4 r_nhs2 p l u;
array varlabel4 $12 _temporary_
(’Actual’ ’Predicted’ ’Lower Limits’
’Upper Limits’);
do i=1 to 4;
y_value=regvari;
pt_type=varlabeli;
output;
end;
run;
proc gplot data=regdata;
plot y_value*r_mkt=pt_type / haxis=axis1
hminor=4 cframe=ligr
vaxis=axis2 vminor=4;
symbol1 c=black v=star;
symbol2 c=blue i=join l=2;
symbol3 c=green i=join l=1;
symbol4 c=red i=join l=2;
axis1 order=(0 to 4 by .25);
axis2 label=(angle=90 ’NHS Bioinformatics
Risk Premium’)
order=(-1 to 3 by .25);
title1 "NHS Bioinformatics: Actual and
Predicted Values";
title2 "with Upper and Lower Confidence
Limits";
run;
Figure 4 shows NHS Bioinformatics Risk Pre-
mium. The y-axis represents the NHS Infras-
tructureRiskpremium,andthex-axisrepresents
theRiskPremiumforMarket(expectedvalues).
Theplottedpointsareactualvaluesbasedonour
data,thegreenlineinthemiddleisthepredicted
value,theredlineastheupperlimitandtheblue
dotted line is the lower limit. All the risk pre-
mium estimates in y-axis are between -0.30%
and 2.30%, which is relatively acceptable. The
green line is the most likely prediction, which
ranges from 0.1% to 1.30%. Similar to Section
4.1.2, it may suggest the benchmark is high.
4.2.3. The 3D Visualisation for NHS
Bioinformatics
3D Visualisation is used to present the NHS
Bioinformatics project performance. Selected
datacomputedinSection4.2.2isusedbyMath-
ematica, which allows data conversion and pre-
sents it in visual format. Data is then computed
in Mathematica and the 3D visualisation mod-
elsarepresentedinFigures5and6respectively,
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where Figure 6 is a detailed review of Figure 5.
The x-axis is the return of NHS Bioinformatics
and is between 1.2% and 7.2%. The y-axis is
the risk premium for the market and is between
0.2% and 4%. The axis is the risk-free rate of
the market and is between 0.1% and 4.8%.
Unlike the analysis in Section 4.1.3, Figures
5 and 6 indicate that the NHS Bioinformatics
project has always been progressive and head-
ing upwards, despite the percentage of the re-
turn not being as high as NHS Infrastructure.
Explanations are likely due to three reasons.
Firstly, 3D Bioinformatics itself is a challeng-
ing topic, and often more time and resources
are required to make a vast improvement. The
incremental improvement already suggests that
good progress has been made. Secondly, the
extreme low risk-free rate may suggest that the
use of Mathematica and R language make de-
velopment more agile, which means short lines
of codes can produce 3D modellingin this case.
Thirdly, the project performance keeps near the
centre, which means that there are less devi-
ations and may suggest that the objective is
clearly met and project delivery is straightfor-
ward. Apart from this, benchmark is great as
the risk premium for the market can be as low
as 0.2%, where the lower the value, the better
time reduction. It may also mean the higher the
risk premium, the higher the return. However,
moredatawillberequiredtofurtherconsolidate
these hypotheses.
5. Discussions
Twocasestudieshavebeenpresentedtodemon-
strate cloud project and business performance
via Organisational Sustainability Modelling,
which presents the CAPM statistics and 3D Vi-
sualisation. The NHS Infrastructure case study
shows that its actual return is between 6% and
7.2%, and the risk premium for the market is
between 4.3% and 6%, and the risk-free rate of
themarket isbetween3% and5%. Theanalysis
confirms that the Cloud Computing infrastruc-
ture provides an efficiency improvement and it
also results in raising the benchmark, the min-
imum acceptance level to complete concurrent
tasks such as automation, storage, backup and
high performance calculations.
The NHS Bioinformatics case study shows that
its actual return is between 1.2% and 7.2%, the
risk-free rate of the market is 0.2% and 4%,
x-axis: the return of NHS Bioinformatics (1.2% – 7.2%)
y-axis: risk premium for the market (0.2% – 4%)
z-axis: risk-free rate of the market (0.1% – 4.8%)
Figure 5. 3D organisational sustainability modelling for
NHS Bioinformatics.
Figure 6. 3D organisational sustainability modelling for
NHS Bioinformatics (from a different angle).
and the risk-free rate of the market is between
0.1% and 4.8%. 3D Visualisation confirms the
NHS Bioinformatics project has been progres-
sive with incremental improvements. The low
risk-freeratemayimplytheuseofMathematica
and R language makes code development very
agile. Furthermore, 3D Visualisation suggests
there is less deviation in the project, which may
mean that the objective is clearly met. Bench-
markisconsideredexcellentsinceitallowsagile
development in 3D modelling in some aspects.
Inaddition,estimatedandactualplotsinFigures
1 and 4, are all within 95% confidence level.
The NHS Cost-Saving and User data are still
in the progress of data collection and prelimi-
naryanalysis. Oncefurtherdetailsareobtained,
analysis and discussions will be presented. In
addition to these two case studies presented,
there are several topics worth further discus-
sions, and they are described as follows.188 Organisational Sustainability Modelling for Return on Investment (ROI): Case Studies...
5.1. Added Values Offered by Quality
Assurance (QA)
Data quality is an important aspect because it
checks for data structure and consistency and
rectifies any errors, thus the quality of data is
improved on ongoing basis. It also ensures that
statisticalanalysis, whether in computationalor
visualisation format, is at a high quality of re-
search output. Performing Quality Assurance
(QA) can be a costly business, as it often needs
structured methodology, system design and ad-
ministration skills and automated tools to per-
form. Without having automated tools, writing
and improving code for a single test is an ac-
ceptable method, but this is not ideal to run an
increasingnumberoftestcases, as thiswilltake
longer time to complete, and less time to focus
on research output.
QA process must be improved and made as ef-
ficient as possible. This means time reduction
to deliver the same level of services using a
tool, and/or automation. This is how STATA
fits in. Although STATA offers numerous ways
fordesktop statisticalcomputingenablingusers
without much experience to perform statistics,
it is not recommended for the accurate and
in-depth analysis to be performed for CAPM
statistics as this is prone to errors. However,
STATA includes many testing algorithms and
data diagnoses, including verifying what has
been computed to improve the standard of QA
[15]. Hence, STATA is chosen as a QA tool to
execute several tests and to verify statistical ac-
curacy, which saves time in writing a growing
number of QA codes. A number of statistical
tests and diagnoses is performed, including the
following well-known tests:
1. Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisbergtestforhet-
eroskedasticity
2. Cameron and Trivedi’sdecompositionofIn-
formation Matrix-test
3. Variance inflation factors for the indepen-
dent variables
4. Durbin-Watson d statics (shown in Tables 1,
2a n d3 )
5. Information criteria
6. Covariance matrix estimate
7. Skewness/Kurtosis tests for Normality
However, not all the tests are required. For
this paper, Durbin-Watson tests are presented
in Tables 1, 2 and 3, and at least an additional
in-depth test from STATA is required. Skew-
ness/Kurtosis tests for Normality are chosen as
theyinvestigatethefundamentalqualityand ac-
curacy of the data, and can be used to inspect
quality of the 3D Visualisation [12].
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NHS Infrastructure Skewness/Kurtosis tests for Normality           
Variable | Obs   Pr(Skewness)  Pr(Kurtosis)  adj chi2(2) Prob>chi2 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
  x-axis |    109      0.0432         0.9277         4.20         0.1223 
  y-axis |    109      0.0728         0.0602         6.35         0.0418 
  z-axis |    109      0.0054         0.2865         7.97         0.0186 
 
NHS Bioinformatics: Skewness/Kurtosis tests for Normality 
Variable |   Obs   Pr (Skewness)  Pr(Kurtosis)  adj chi2(2)  Prob>chi2 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 x-axis |    113      0.0002         0.4468        12.01         0.0025 
  y-axis |    113      0.0000         0.0834        16.35         0.0003 
  z-axis |    113      0.0000         0.0919        19.59         0.0001 
Table 3. Skewness/Kurtosis tests for Normality tests for
NHS Infrastructure and NHS Bioinformatics
Definitions for related terms are explained as
follows. Skewness is a measure of the asym-
metry of the probability distribution of a real-
valued random variable. Kurtosis is a measure
ofthe"peakedbehaviour"oftheprobabilitydis-
tribution of a real-valued random variable. In
this case, Chi-square is the sum of Skewness
and Kurtosis and Chi-squared tests are used in
tests of goodness of fit.
The Skewness/Kurtosis test in Table 3 is the
detailed QA for the 3D visualisation. The
smaller the values for Skewness, Kurtosis, and
the difference between chi-square distribution
and likely probability (known as Prob > chi2),
the more accurate the 3D data presents. This
test is to check difference between theoretical
and our computational results. The x-, y-a n d
z-axis in 3D Visualisationof all three case stud-
ies correspond to the x-, y-a n dz-axis in their
respective test in Table 3. This ensures the QA
of 3D Visualisation is at a high level of qual-
ity. In this respect, it also meets the objective
of our second research question – to measure
cloud business performance with accuracy.
5.2. The Hexagon Model for the NHS
TheHexagonModelisusedtopresentstrengths
and weaknesses of any cloud projects, and is
highlyrelevantto demonstratecurrent statusfor
theNHS[7,9]. Figure7showsthisparticipating
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has more scores for innovation and GTJD. This
Hexagon model is supporting CAPM statistics,
which computes an auto regression suggesting
slow but steady growth in NHS Bioinformatics.
In addition, 3D Visualisationsuggests volatility
experiencedinthemiddleperiodoftheirproject
development for NHS Infrastructure. Figure 8
showsthisparticipatingNHS’s HexagonModel
in October 2010, which is supported by data
obtained in action research, where the growth
is seen at: (1) consumers; (2) popularity (mild
increase);a n d(3) investors. Growth in con-
sumers is due to the collaborative nature of
the participating NHS and its partner Univer-
sity researchers (who are users) have been ac-
tively involved and supportive to the project
development. Popularity increases modestly
because some operational staff and researchers
still hardly or do not use cloud-related services.
The strategy is to implement another sophisti-
cated private cloud that integrates operational
and research activities together, which will take
a few more years. Growth is incurred for in-
vestors, as they have supported the project fi-
nancially and get funding approved.
5.3. Added Values Offered by 3D
Visualisation
Our3DVisualisationcanpresentcloudbusiness
performance for any projects and organisations,
and this simplifies analysis, since strengths and
weaknesses can be identified easily. 3D visual-
isation figures are dynamic, which means it can
be rotated 360 degrees, so any drawbacks or
any ‘glitch’ which happened in the businesses,
can be reviewed in greater detail. This includes
the hike and trough in the 3D figure that should
be more aware of. We have 3D Visualisation
for SAP, Vodafone, NHS UK and a few more
organisations to provide added values.
5.4. A Good Process for Organisational
Sustainability Modelling (OSM)
Organisational Sustainability Modelling invol-
ves structured process and the suitable use of
models in each process. This can be described
as follows. The first step involves working with
collaborators defining what is to be measured,
and to assist them to extract and further analyse
Figure 7. The Hexagon Model of NHS, in August 2008.
Figure 8. The Hexagon Model of NHS in October 2010.
the data required. The second step of SM in-
volves the use of modelling. The CAPM statis-
tics with SAS programming described in Sec-
tions 4 and 5 is a commonly used technique
for statistical computing. Durbin-Watson tests
are used to ensure the quality of analysis. In
addition, if a project or a business is a start-
up, then the use of the Modern Portfolio The-
ory and R language with the CAPM statistics
can be jointly used to determine the status of
OSM, where the use of OMII-UK case study
is demonstrated [7]. The third step is for 3D
Visualisation, and this involves the followings:
(i) review all the data generated by SAS, and
determine what needs to be further analyzed;
(ii) if we are uncertain what needs to be further
analyzed, thenuseSTATAfortestingregression
to double check; (iii) determine what needs to
be further analysed, and then make them into a
formatreadablebyMathematica;(iv)useMath-
ematica to compute dynamic 3D Visualisation
and finally (v) use STATA to double check the
validity of 3D Visualisation. This process is
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3D Visualisation and analysis is of the highest
calibre.
Buyya et al. [4] has described their version of
ROIbasedonSLA.AsdiscussedinSection2.1,
SLA deals with issues at the operational level,
and does not fully reflect cloud business perfor-
mance,whichneedsinputfromstrategiclevelto
dealwithbusinesschallenges. DespiteBuyyaet
al. [4] show very well-presented 3D Visualisa-
tion, there is no detailed description about how
this is generated, whether by system applica-
tionsavailablein servers, ortheirown software,
orotherthird-partysoftware. Theyexplainhow
this leads to their ROI development, but ROI
theory itself does not have detailed description
of whether a structured process is involved in
this,andthereisnodetailaboutQAoftheirROI
method. Our ROI has the edge because it in-
volves systematic and structured approach, and
alsoprovidesdetailshowtomodelourstatistics,
3D Visualisation and QA.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
CloudComputingBusinessFramework(CCBF)
is a relatively new area, and finding the right
methodstoreviewbusinessperformancecanen-
hance organisational sustainability. Our CCBF
identifies three business challenges and pro-
poses the area of Organisational Sustainability
to review cloud business performance with ac-
curacy, the second research question. CCBF
can help organisations achieve good Cloud de-
sign, deployment and services.
Two Cloud ROI case studies are presented. The
NHS Infrastructure is the first case study to
confirm that Cloud infrastructure has an effi-
ciency improvement. This results in raising
benchmark, the minimum acceptance level to
complete concurrent tasks such as automation,
storage, backup and high performance calcula-
tions. NHS Bioinformatics is the second case
study, where 3D Visualisation confirms that
NHS Bioinformatics project has been progres-
sive with incremental improvements. The low
risk-free rate may imply the use of Mathemat-
ica and R language makes code development
very agile. Furthermore, 3D Visualisation sug-
geststhereislessdeviationtotheproject,which
may mean that the objectiveis clearly met. The
benchmark is considered excellent since it al-
lowsagiledevelopmentin3Dmodelling. There
are plans to obtain cost-saving and user data,
which will be presented in the future.
Our Cloud ROI methodology involves using a
highly structured and organised process to re-
view and evaluate. Firstly, it includes the use of
the CAPM statistics to compute analysis. Sec-
ondly, it involves conversion to a 3D Visual-
isation to present cloud business performance.
Thirdly,itinvolvesaseriesofQAteststoensure
high quality of 3D Visualisation. There are not
manyCloudROImethodsavailable,andamong
the available ones, our method is the only one
demonstrating QA and high quality of analy-
sis. Organisational Sustainability Modelling is
the recommended ROI and it enables the fol-
lowing two advantages: (i) allows performance
reviews at any time; and (ii) provides strategic
directions and added-values for adopting right
types of cloud business for organisational sus-
tainability.
The two NHS case studies reflect the summary
of work done for Phase 1. Moving to Phase 2,
NHS Infrastructure project is divided into three
differentareas: Automation,CloudStorageand
Statistical Computing. Data will be obtained
from these three projects to present our future
work. In addition, we are collaborating with a
numberofindustrialandacademicpartners,and
have some data for further analysis. This is an
ongoing process, since to present a high calibre
of 3D Visualisation for cloud business perfor-
mance with accuracy, one of our objectives is
to meet cloud business challenges. We plan
to compare our model with other ROI or cost-
saving models. This fits well into the strategic
plan for the NHS and the participating organi-
sations.
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